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Improving the past...
Redefining The Future

ISV series GC valve 
THE MOST RELIABLE, DURABLE AND COMPACT GC VALVE TECHNOLOGY

UNBEATABLE PERFORMANCE

1 million+ cycle in high purity trace 
gas application and still working 
without noticeable effect on chro-
matography

Result never achieved before with 
a rotary valve

INNOVATIVE INSERT SLIDING VALVE TECHNOLOGY*

Reduced surface sealing area that 
improves leak integrity and reduces 
the required actuation torque 

Slidable insert replaces the tradi-
tional rotor

Constant pressure to flow drop. 
Resolve diaphragm valve pressure/
flow variation

Valve inserts easily replacable

Inserts are offered in different ma-
terials

High resistance to particulates

MINIATURE DESIGN

Smaller size than any other GC 
valve available on the market

ACTUATION CONFIGURATION

Compact electrical actuator Compact pneumatic actuator

Miniature stepper motor for multi-
position or sample stream selection

The uInProve ISV series GC valve is a disruptive 
valve technology achieving both the lifetime of 
a diaphragm valve and the constant pressure 
drop and the simplicity of a rotary valve. This 
new valve technology is based on a reduced 
sealing surface area offered by the valve’s in-
serts that replaces the traditional rotor. This re-
volutionary valve has been designed to respect 
our most elevated standards that we demand 
for.

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS

Available in 4, 6, 10, 12 ports (14 ports optional) 

Sample stream selection version

Internal Sampling loop version 

Three temperature ranges version available 

Two pressure ranges version available

Insert available in different materials

ISV series GC valve 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Exceed diaphragm valve

*patent pending
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INSERT SLIDING VALVE (ISV) TECHNOLOGY

ACTUATION PRINCIPLE

TWO POSITIONS CONFIGURATION

*patent pending

Soft cushionning material

INNOVATIVE INSERT TECHNOLOGY*
Reduced sealing surface area insert that
replaces the traditional rotor.

UNIQUE PURGE SYSTEM*
Cross-port, inboard and outboard
leaks simply not possible

SOFT CUSHIONNING
Improving sealing performance and life time by
equilibrating forces amongst the inserts.

Reduced sealing area for better
leak integrity and reduced actuation
torque

Offered in different materials to suit
application temperature and chemical
compatibility.

Constant pressure to flow drop. Made 
of solid material unlike diaphragm
valve which are made of soft and 
elastic material.

The blue area represents the
volume which is continuously
purged with a very small flow. 

BELLVILLE WASHER SYSTEM
Design to keep a constant force
throughout the valve life time and
temperature

BEARING PLATE
Specially designed bearing system
to reduce actuation torque
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TYPICAL CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONFIGURATION

Here is a typical chromatographic method based on the uInProve valve.  In this configuration, the valve is configured 
in an heartcut method with a small restrictor for the purge. It is also to be noted that in this configuration, the sample 
loop is operated above ambient pressure. Our experience has demonstrated that this configuration, regardless of the 
valve technology, offers the best performance. It is however not a requirement, but a good design practice.

INSERT CONFIGURATION

This insert design, which is the standard configuration in this 
valve series,  has a sealing surface which is 7 times less then 
a traditionnal rotary valve.  This reduced surface, in combi-
nation with our innovative purge concept,  result in an in-
crease lifetime and better leak integrity.  This unique sliding 
insert design is what provides a valve with unbeatable per-
formance exceeding rotary and diaphragm valves. 

 

This insert is a variant of our standard insert design.  It further 
reduces the sealing surface hence less friction, lower actua-
tion torque and extended lifetime. It is used in the internal 
sampling loop and sample stream selection model.

  

Purging groove to 
prevent cross port 
leaks
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ACTUATOR OPTION

For gas chromatographs that require a pneumatic actuation, 
this compact design is the perfect choice. Its compact size al-
lows you to fit multiple valves in a single chassis for the most 
demanding applications.

   Allow easy replacement for diaphragm valve
   Compact dimension
   Operating temperature up to 180oC
   Stand-off extender available
   Optional Hall effect positionning sensor

COMPACT PNEUMATIC ACTUATOR

This actuator is similar to traditional rotary actuators. Howe-
ver, due to our unique valve design which requires less torque 
compared to traditional rotary valve, it is much more compact.

   Allow easy replacement for traditional rotary valve
   Compact dimension
   Stand-off extender available
   Optional Hall effect positionning sensor
   Different brackets available

PNEUMATIC ACTUATOR

This actuator has been designed for portable gas chromato-
graphs or where no actuation air is available.

This is the most compact electrical actuator on the market, 
thanks to our design which requires much less torque com-
pared to traditional rotary valves. Stand-off extenders are also 
offered for applications where the valve needs to be heated.

   The smallest electrical actuator on the market
   Perfect for portable gas chromatograph
   Use in ASDevices GCSense
   Stand-off extender available

COMPACT ELECTRICAL ACTUATOR

The uInProve valve is also available in a sample stream selec-
tion valve. For this configuration, an actuator based on a very 
precise stepper motor has been designed.

   Ultra precise and repeatable positioning
   Compact dimension
   Stand-off extender available

SAMPLE STREAM SELECTION ACTUATOR

33.5 mm
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                  WITH INTERNAL SAMPLING LOOP

The same innovative sliding insert design can be used to offer valves with an internal sampling loop. In fact, one of 
the insert is used as the sampling loop. The insert internal volume is precisely machined to a specific volume. As the 
insert is made of rigid material, the volume remains constant regardless of the operating conditions, resolving the 
known issue of diaphragm valves with internal sampling loop. It is well known in the field that the internal sampling 
loop volume of diaphragm valves varies due to the elasticity of the flexible diaphragm membrane.

                  AS A SAMPLE STREAM SELECTION VALVE

The insert sliding concept can be adapted to offer a high performance sample stream selection version. In this confi-
guration, a sliding insert is used to select the appropriate stream while smaller inserts are used to seal the other ports. 
Due to the unique purge concept, it is impossible to have cross contamination between the streams. This purge sys-
tem also allows to keep an inert atmosphere inside the valve which is an advantage for hazardous mixtures.

Standard Sliding Insert Sample Volume Insert    Micro-Machined to a specific volume

   Volume constant regardless of
operating conditions

   Available in different materials

   Available between 0.1 to 2.0 μl
Custom size available on request

  

Sample 1

Purge in Purge out

Sample 2

Sample 3

Sample 4Sample 5

Sample 6

Sample
Output

Selection

   No Cross Port contamination with 
unique  purge concept

   Available in different materials

   Available 4 to 10 Sample Selection  
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PERFORMANCE TESTING – NEVER ACHIEVED BEFORE

The uInProve chromatographic valve has been designed to offer a superior leak integrity and life time. In order to 
demonstrate its performance, the uInProve valve has been subject to many tests and the ultimate one is a real trace 
measurement chromatographic application. Using the ultra sensitive ASDevices SePdd and iMov gas chromatogra-
phic platform, a GC method to measure trace ppb level N2 in H2 was setup and ran for over 1,000,000 actuations. 
This application, based on a heartcut method with two valves, was chosen has it is the best one to demonstrate leak 
integrity, life time, repeatability and constant flow characteristic over time. 

With more than 1,000,000 actuations, the valves still offer the same outstanding performance.

Note: In order to achieve 1,000,000 cycles, the instrument was run continuously for one day on normal analysis mode with a cycle time of 5 
minutes followed by an accelerated life testing mode where the valves were actuated every 5 seconds. This process, which was generating 
104,256 actuations per week, was repeated 10 times for a total of 10 weeks.
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QUALITY TESTING

The ASDevices team has quite a long track record in developing 
high quality and high performance analytical and industrial valves. 
Consequently, we know what is required in term of design and pro-
cess control to deliver the best quality valve.

Before entering the manufacturing process, every single components 
is thoroughly inspected for any defects. 

Cleanliness

During manufacturing, great care is taken to ensure that all parts are 
kept cleaned. Not only the wetted parts, but all parts. After being 
cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with a water soluble detergents, all 
parts are cleaned with high pressure hot UHP water. Following this 
step, all wetted parts a subject to a proprietary inerting process. From 
that point, parts are continuously stored in clean packaging and han-
dled with special gloves.

Leak testing

Our unique patent pending purge system means our valves can’t leak when operated within specification. However, 
it is still necessary during manufacturing to do a leak testing to make sure all parts are properly assembled and within 
specification. 

Some manufacturers only do batch testing. We don’t. We test every single valve with our ultra sensitive Enhanced 
Plasma Discharge technology* and unique innovative leak testing method*.  

HOW WE CATEGORISE VALVE

Chromatographic valves have always been categorised by their operating temperature with a fix maximum operating 
pressure. The specified maximum operating pressure is also most of the time way too high for most chromatographic 
applications. Most chromatographic methods only involve pressures which are below 100 PSIG. Most capillary or 
packed column operate in the range of 10 to 50 PSIG. Pressure in the area of 300 PSIG are generally required for 
liquid sample only. Tuning a valve for high pressure operation means more stress on components hence an impact on 
its expected lifetime. Also, a valve tuned at 300 PSIG does not necessarily work better at 100 PSIG. In fact, its perfor-
mance will be worst over time.   This is why we offer not only different temperature ranges but also different pressure  
ranges.  With this approach, we make sure that you have the best valve for your application.

*patent pending
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VARIOUS CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONFIGURATION

   Figure 1: Column selection    Figure 2: Gas sampling and backflush to vent

   Figure 3: Gas sampling and backflush to detector

   Figure 4:
• Filling SL2 with the selected peak or group of column 1
• Injecting SL1 on column 1

See AN-05 document for more configurations
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With our dedicated purge and trap valve, release your sample in a much shorter and focused pulse.  Traditionnal 
trap and purge systems are based on a 2 positions valve which means the sample is released while the trap is being 
heated. With our innovative solution, we offer a 3 steps sequence.  The additionnal trap isolation step allows to 
preheat the trap before releasing its sample.  The result is a short and focus sample pulse which improves analytical 
performance.   

THE FIRST VALVE DESIGNED FOR PURGE AND TRAP AND SAMPLE CONCENTRATOR

   Release sample in 1 short and focused pulse

   The first valve dedicated to Purge and Trap

   Ultra compact design

   Unsurpassed repeatability and lifetime

   Improved Purge and Trap performance
Time
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uInProve

Standard valve

SAMPLE PULSE RELEASE PROFILE
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
THE INFORMATION GIVEN IN THIS DOCUMENT (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO CONTENTS OF REFERENCED WEBSITES) IS GIVEN AS A HINT FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OUR PRODUCTS AND TECHNOLOGIES COMPONENT ONLY AND 
SHALL NOT BE REGARDED AS ANY DESCRIPTION OR WARRANTY OF A CERTAIN FUNCTIONALITY, CONDITION OR QUALITY OF THE ASDEVICES TECHNOLOGIES COMPONENT. THE RECIPIENT OF THIS DOCUMENT MUST VERIFY ANY FUNC-
TION DESCRIBED HEREIN IN THE REAL APPLICATION. ASDEVICES HEREBY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES AND LIABILITIES OF ANY KIND (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION WARRANTIES OF NONINFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY RIGHTS OF ANY THIRD PARTY) WITH RESPECT TO ANY AND ALL INFORMATION GIVEN IN THIS APPLICATION NOTE..THIS MATERIAL IS PROPRIETARY TO ANALYTICAL SENSING DEVICES AND CANNOT BE COPIED, REPRODUCED 
OR DISSEMINATED IN ANY WAY WITHOUT ITS PRIOR WRITTEN APPROVAL.. THE TECHNOLOGY DESCRIBED HEREIN MAY BE SUBJECT TO PATENT PROTECTION OR OTHER FORMS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.
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Information in this paper is subject to change without prior notice.All ASDevices products respect CE/RoHS (CSA optional) standards.

ISV-P-PR-LT-XX ISV-P-PR-MT-XX ISV-P-PR-HT-XX

Standard maximum working pressure (PSI/kPa)

      SP: Standard pressure 150/1034 150/1034 150/1034

      HP: High pressure 300/2068 300/2068 300/2068

Optional Up to 700 Psig for liquid sample

Maximum working temperature (oC/oF) 100/212 180/356 350/662

     Cross ports (Atm-cc/sec He) Due to our patented design, it is impossible for our valve to develop a cross port 
leak when operated within specifications.     In / Outboard (Atm-cc/sec He)

    Flow path to purge (Atm-cc/sec He)
3.0x10-12

6.0x10-13 (UHP version)
3.0x10-12 3.0x10-12

Estimated actuations 1,000,000 750,000 500,000

Valve cap material 300 Series stainless steel

Cylinder body material Anodized aluminium Stainless steel

Insert material PEEK, Teflon, Vespel, other available

Number of ports available 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14

Sample stream configuration Up to 10 ports

Internal Sampling Loop Available 0.1 to 2 μL

Port size (mm/in) 1/0.040

Actuator type Electrical / Pneumatic / Manual

Actuation torque (lbs.in) 1 to 6 (# of Ports dependant)

Pneumatic actuation pressure ( PSIG/kPa) 65 to 145 PSIG

Surface cleaning procedure Ultrasonic washing, O2 compatible

Purged flow requirement 1 to 3 ml/min or no flow with miniature vaccum pump

4 Ports 6 Ports 8 Ports 10 Ports 12 Ports 14 Ports

Weight 140 g (0,31 lbs) 140 g (0,31 lbs) 157 g (0,35 lbs) 175 g (0,39 lbs) 192 g (0,42 lbs) 209 g (0,46 lbs)

Dimension (D x H) 28,5 x 33,5 mm
(1,12 x 1,58 in)

28,5 x 33,5 mm
(1,12 x 1,58 in)

36 x 33,5 mm
(1,42 x 1,58 in)

40 x 33,5 mm
(1,58 x 1,58 in)

44 x 33,5 mm
(1,73 x 1,58 in)

46 x 33,5 mm
(1,81 x 1,58 in)

ISV   -   XX   -   XX   -   XX   -   XX   -   XX

# OF PORT

04 = 4 Ports
06 = 6 Ports
08 = 8 Ports
10 = 10 Ports
12 = 12 Ports
14 = 14 Ports

OPERATING PRESSUREOPERATING PRESSURE

SP = 150PSI/1034kPa
HP = 300PSI/2068kPa

OPERATING TEMPERATURE

10 = 100oC/212oF
18 = 180oC/356oF
26 = 260oC/500oF

COATING

ST = Standard
SN = Siliconert

TYPE

00 = Standard
01 = Sample Stream Selection
02 = Internal Sampling Loop

ISV VALVE CONFIGURATION

Specifications / Model


